A family F of non-intersecting curves filling a metric space is called regular if, in a neighborhood of any point ^>, it is homeomorphic with a family of straight lines. We have given in another paper 2 a necessary and sufficient condition, which we shall call (A') (to be described below), that a family F be regular. We shall prove in this note that the following condition is sufficient :
(A) Given any point p, and a direction on the curve through p, there is an arc pq in this direction with the following property. For every e>0 there is a ô>0 such that for any p ', with p(p', p) 
The condition (A') is the same, except that after (1), we add: (2) If r' and s' are on p'q' and p(V, s')<h, then ô(rV)<€. From the present theorem it is clear that the families of curves recently defined by Niemitzki 3 are regular. To prove the theorem, suppose (A) holds, but (A') does not. Then the following is true :
(B) There is a point p, and a direction of the curve C(p), such that for any arc pq on C(p) in this direction, there is an e>0, such that for any ô>0, there is a point p', with p(p', p) < ô, such that for any q' By (B), as e;<e, we may choose pi and #/ on piqi so that
By (6), we may choose r* on pi ql so that p(£/, r"»)= c /2. By (5) and (6), we may choose a subsequence so that for some points p' and r on pq,
then r^p'. Say, for definiteness, that r is in the direction of q from p'.
The set of such points r which are limits of such sequences {r Xi } forms a closed set, which, by (5), is in p'q; we shall let r be the point furthest from p'. (It might be q.) Assuming that (A) holds for the point r and the direction away from p', we shall arrive at a contradiction. Choose a point 5 on C in this direction from r, by (A). (If C is a closed curve, it might happen that s is on the arc pr.) Choose r' and s' on C just behind and just in front of r, so that r' is on neither pp' nor rs, and s' is not on p'r. We shall show that for any e'>0 there is an integer j and a point s 3 -on Pi ui within e' of s'; as s is in pq, by (5), this will contradict the definition of r, and thus prove the theorem. Set
Choose r__, r+, sL., s+ on C in the order r_rV + rs_s's + s, so that r_ is not in rs and s+ is not in pr (if C is closed), and so that (9) tJr+ C V n (r'), s"s's + C V n (s f ).
Set (10)
2e " = min [p(pr_, r+q), p(rs-, s+s) , rj].
Using r, s, and e", choose ô">0 by (A). By (7), we may choose j so that (11) e/i < e", p(pf,p') < e", p(qj, p') < e", p(fy, f) < Ô".
